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Fayetteville, AL

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Talladega County 
www.talladegacountyal.org

• Claim to fame: In 1814, Tennessee Troops joined Andrew 
Jackson's force which won the Creek Indian War. After 
Indian removal in 1836, these veterans brought their 
families here, and named this community for their old 
home in Tennessee. 

• Fayetteville Academy was built in 1850.

Population: 1,284
Unincorporated



Fayetteville, AR

• Nearest Tourism Organization: 
ExperienceFayetteville.com

• Claim to Fame: Fayetteville is the second-largest 
city in Arkansas, the county seat of Washington County, and the biggest city in Northwest Arkansas. 
The city is on the outskirts of the Boston Mountains, deep within the Ozarks. Known 
as Washington until 1829, the city was named after Fayetteville, Tennessee, from which many of the 
settlers had come. It was incorporated on November 3, 1836, and was rechartered in 1867. F

• Fayetteville is home to the University of Arkansas, the state's flagship university. The city of 
Fayetteville is colloquially known as the "Track Capital of the World" due to the success and prestige 
of the University of Arkansas cross country and track & field programs. 

• The city is the first in America to be awarded the designation of "Bike City" by the Union Cycliste
Internationale (UCI), the world governing body of cycling.

Population: 93,949
Founded: 1828
Incorporated: 1836
Recharted: 1867
Named after Fayetteville, TN.



Fayetteville, GA

Population: 18,957
Established: 1822
Incorporated: 1823
Named after Marquis de 
Lafayette

• Nearest Tourism Organization: ExploreGeorgia.org
• Claim to Fame: Fayetteville was founded in 1822 as the seat of the newly formed Fayette 

County, organized by European Americans from territory ceded by force the Creek people under 
a treaty with the United States during the early period of Indian removal from the Southeast. 
Both city and county were named in honor of the Revolutionary War hero the French Marquis 
de Lafayette. 

• The area was developed for cotton plantations, with labor provided by enslaved African 
Americans, who for more than a century comprised the majority of the county's population. 
Fayetteville became the trading town for the agricultural area.



Fayetteville, IL
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Population: 438
“Village”
Unable to find origin of name.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing
• Claim to Fame: Fayetteville has a total area of 0.32 square 

miles



Fayetteville, IN

Population: 13413
Unincorporated
The community was likely named in honor of John 
Fayette, a pioneer.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing
• Claim to Fame: Nothing.



Fayetteville, MO
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Population: 2,803
Founded: Mid 1840s
Unincorporated
Named after Lafayette Collins, a local storekeeper.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing
• Claim to Fame: Nothing.



Fayetteville, NY
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• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing tourism-related. They do have a 
Gov website.

• Claim to Fame: President Grover Cleveland was from here. 
• In 2019, the Village of Fayetteville celebrates 175 years. The village has a steep and rich 

history that deserves to not only be celebrated but to be embraced and cherished. We are 
grateful to the residents and local businesses that make the Village of Fayetteville the 
vibrant community that it is. We take pride in what has come before us and what we are 
building for future generations of Fayetteville.

Population: 4,373
Founded: Mid 1840s
Unincorporated
The village is named after 
the Marquis de Lafayette, a 
national hero of both France and 
the United States.



Fayetteville, NC

Only Fayetteville where the Marquis de Lafayette 
actually visited.

Population: 211,782
Founded: 1783
named after the Marquis de Lafayette, a 
national hero of both France and the United 
States.



Fayetteville, OH

Population: 372
Founded: 1818
Village
Unknown how it was named.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing
• Claim to Fame: The village has a total area of 0.52 

square miles.
• Fayetteville was founded in 1818 by an Irish immigrant 

named Cornelius McGroarty. It was later incorporated in 
1868. In 1883, Fayetteville contained two churches, two 
schools, two hotels, several stores and saloons, and two 
drug stores.



Fayetteville, PA
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Population: 3,128
Founded: 1818
Unincorporated
The community has the name of Gilbert du Motier, 
Marquis de Lafayette (1757–1834), American 
Revolutionary War general.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing
• Claim to Fame: A post office called Fayetteville has 

been in operation since 1826.



Fayetteville, TN
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Population: 6,994
Established: 1809
The city was named for Fayetteville, North Carolina, where 
some of its earliest residents had lived before moving to 
Tennessee. The earlier town was named for Gilbert du 
Motier, Marquis de Lafayette, a French general who fought 
for the United States during the American Revolution.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing really, they have city website. Fayettevilletn.com.tourism.php
• Slogan: Slawburgers, Whiskey & Tennessee Heritage
• Claim to Fame: Your journey to our little town includes the scenic and rural backdrops of beautiful south central

Tennessee. Once you arrive, you can taste and experience our authentic small-town charm – the kind that takes 
you back to another time and pace. We have a cute historic downtown square made for Hallmark movies (we’ve 
actually had two made right here). You’ll find an abundance of antique and specialty shops for locating some 
great treasures or gifts. You can also taste the world-famous Slawburger at one of our local dining spots or visit 
one of our two distilleries on the Tennessee Whiskey Trail. We are only 17 miles from the Jack Daniel’s Distillery. 
If history is your thing, then look no further than the site at Camp Blount where Tennessee likely received its 
Volunteer State nickname.



Fayetteville, TX

Population: 258
Established: 1882
Even though Fayette County was named 
after General Lafayette, the Revolutionary 
War hero, the community was named in 1844 
after Fayetteville, North Carolina, for a prominent citizen 
of the time.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing really,
• Claim to Fame: The town made national news during

World War I. As reprinted by Stars and Stripes in its 
March 15, 1918 issue, the town's mayor, W. C. Langlotz, 
and ten of the town's citizens were charged with 
espionage. They were arrested following the display of the flag of the German Empire over the 
entryway of the Germania club in Fayetteville. The group pleaded "not guilty": the mayor said 
the flag had been displayed by mistake.



Fayetteville, WV

Population: 2,892
Established: 1873
The town's name was later (prior to 
1837) changed to Fayetteville after the 
Revolutionary War hero, Marquis de 
Lafayette who toured the US in 1824–
25.

• Nearest Tourism Organization: Nothing really,
• Claim to Fame: Located on the edge of the New 

River Gorge, the Town of Fayetteville —one of America’s 
coolest small towns — is home to people from all walks of life. 
With a rich history and endless outdoor opportunities, our town 
has become the foundation for some of the best businesses and leaders in West Virginia. 
Learn more about our corner of Almost Heaven.


